City of East Lansing Fire Department
Weekly Incident Report for
April 12– April 18, 2018

Total number of incidents responded to:

EMS/Rescue =72
Good Intent Calls = 105

Fires = 4
False Calls = 8

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fires Reported in FireRMS
April 13, 2018, 8:14 AM‐ Called for car fire upon arrival car was not on fire operator had poured water
on fire opened hood to find a strut that had popped open causing enough heat to start some plastic
under it to ignite it was put out with the water applied externally some residue from the fire on the
paint on the hood and front quarter panel. Operator was able to drive away no significant damage to
vehicle cleared scene and returned to station. No materials used.
April 17, 2018, 11:19 AM‐ East Lansing Fire dispatched to a car fire in the garage. Truck 11 was assigned
to the call and responded with four personnel. Battalion 11 also responded to the call with one
personnel. Truck arrived and reported nothing visible from the exterior. Battalion arrived and assumed
command and assigned Truck 11 to investigate and request Medic 11 to respond to the scene. Truck 11
reported that they found the vehicle and that the fire had been extinguished by staff of the building and
that they had a large amount of smoke that they were attempting to ventilate. Medic unit was assigned
to assist in ventilation. Truck 11 reported that they could handle the incident and Medic could clear.
Medic unit cleared and Battalion was attempting to clear when the Truck crew set up a standpipe attack
to complete the extinguishment of the vehicle. Command requested that Medic 11 return to the scene.
The vehicle was removed from the garage. It was determined when the vehicle was in the street that
the fire was completely extinguished and Battalion cleared. Fire prevention and Truck and Medic 11
remained on scene to complete overhaul. Vehicle was removed by tow truck.
Narrative Two: Dispatched to a car fire in the basement parking ramp. Enroute, advised the vehicle
involved was on level 1 closer to the East stairwell. Arrived to Albert and Charles. Nothing visible. Took
stairs to level 1 and saw light smoke throughout. Headed back towards the West and smoke conditions
worsened to no visibility. Full PPE. Found car halfway between East and West stairs. No fire, heavy
smoke coming from under the hood. Hotel employee walked up and stated he discharged a dry
chemical fire extinguisher into the front grill and put out flames just prior to our arrival. We opened the
hood and found no fire, just smoldering remains. Used water extinguisher and carbon dioxide
extinguisher without success. Stretched handline from standpipe to fully extinguish. Used about 500
gallons water and it was still smoldering in the engine compartment. Disconnected battery. Used
another 100 gallons to cover the engine compartment again. Had wrecker tow vehicle out of ramp and
stop at T11. Inspected under hood and found no smoldering.

Drained dry stand pipes in the second level below grade.
April 18, 2018, 10:03 AM‐ T‐12 was dispatched to a fire alarm. T‐12 at medium sized 2 story apartment
building with nothing showing and occupants evacuated. T‐12 investigated to find alarm sounding in
apartment #104. T‐12 made access with MSU PD and found apartment empty. Food still on stove in
container. Apartment filled with light haze. T‐12 reset fire alarm panel. T‐12 talked with MSU
employee's about following up with residents about proper procedure. T‐12 cleared and returned to
Station #2.
April 18, 2018, 7:48 PM‐ T‐12 was dispatched to a fire in a stove that occupant has claimed to have
extinguished. T‐12 at small 2 story structure with nothing showing and no one evacuating. T‐12
investigated to find that occupant was cooking in basement on electric stove when she said a large
flame appeared on the cook top. She used an extinguisher to put the fire out prior to our arrival. T‐12
crew disconnected the power to the unit. The occupant was instructed to call Crohn Management and
report the fire and damage to their maintenance department. No visible damage to area surrounding
the unit. Occupant had disarmed smoke detector before our arrival. She was advised to return the
smoke head back working order. T‐12 cleared and returned to Station #2.

Training Reported in FireRMS
April 17, 2018, 1.50 hour‐ Video and discussion about Charleston sofa warehouse fire from David Griffin
lecture.
Chief Complaints of EMS Call

“Feeling Crappy”‐1
Adnominal Pain‐1
Altered Mental
Status‐2
Altered Mental
Status‐ LOC‐1

Breathing Difficulty‐
1

Feels sick and
shaky‐1

Chest pain and high
blood pressure‐1

Headache‐1

Chin Laceration‐1

Head pain‐1

CVA‐1

Hot and Cold
Flashes‐1

Animal Bite‐1

DIB‐1

Incapacitated‐2

Assult‐1

Dizziness‐3

Jaw pain‐1

Back Pain‐2

ETOH‐ 10

L Flank Pain‐ 1

Bleeding From
Mouth‐1

Fall‐1

L Hip Pain‐1

False call‐1

L Leg Pain‐3

PT Requested help
getting out of her
malfunctioning

motorized
wheelchair, no

medical complaints‐
1
R Ankle Fracture‐1

L Arm Pain‐1
L Hip Pain‐
L Shoulder Pain‐1
Leg Pain‐1
Lift Assist‐1
Near Fainting‐1
Not Feeling Right‐1
Overdose‐2
Pain in Chest‐1
Pain in Head‐1
R Knee Dislocation‐
1

Respiratory
Distress‐2

Right Lower Leg
Pain‐ 1

Right Elbow Injury‐
1

Seizure‐ 1

Right Elbow Pain‐1

Syncopal Episode‐1

Syncope‐ 3

Vomiting‐1

Toe Pain‐ 1

Vomiting/
Headache‐1

Uninjured‐1
Vaginal Bleeding‐1

Weakness‐1

